
Perfect Preparation for the Eleven Plus: CGP
11+ GL English
The Eleven Plus exam is a challenging test that can be a significant hurdle
for students seeking admission to grammar schools in the United Kingdom.
However, with the right preparation, students can increase their chances of
success. CGP's 11+ GL English book is an essential resource for students
preparing for this exam.

What is the Eleven Plus Exam?

The Eleven Plus exam is a standardized test that is taken by students in
England and Wales at the age of 11. The exam is designed to assess
students' skills in English, mathematics, and verbal reasoning. The results
of the exam are used to determine which students will be offered places at
grammar schools.
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The CGP 11+ GL English book is a comprehensive guide to the Eleven
Plus English exam. The book covers all of the key skills that are tested on
the exam, including grammar, comprehension, and vocabulary. The book
also includes practice questions and mock exams to help students prepare
for the real thing.

What are the Benefits of Using the CGP 11+ GL English Book?

There are many benefits to using the CGP 11+ GL English book, including:

Comprehensive coverage of the exam: The book covers all of the
key skills that are tested on the exam, including grammar,
comprehension, and vocabulary.

Practice questions and mock exams: The book includes practice
questions and mock exams to help students prepare for the real thing.

Expert advice: The book is written by experienced teachers who have
a deep understanding of the Eleven Plus exam.

Affordable: The book is affordable and represents a great value for
the money.

How to Use the CGP 11+ GL English Book

The CGP 11+ GL English book can be used in a variety of ways to help
students prepare for the Eleven Plus exam. Here are a few tips:

Start early: The earlier students start preparing for the exam, the
better. The CGP 11+ GL English book can be used as a starting point
for students who are just beginning their preparation.



Be consistent: Students should try to study for the exam on a regular
basis. Even short study sessions can be beneficial.

Focus on your weaknesses: Students should identify their areas of
weakness and focus on improving those skills.

Take practice tests: Practice tests can help students identify their
strengths and weaknesses and track their progress.

The CGP 11+ GL English book is an essential resource for students
preparing for the Eleven Plus exam. The book covers all of the key skills
that are tested on the exam, including grammar, comprehension, and
vocabulary. The book also includes practice questions and mock exams to
help students prepare for the real thing. With the right preparation, students
can increase their chances of success on the Eleven Plus exam.
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